
ECON7012 Tutorial 1
1. The opportunity cost of an activity is the value of  

a) an alternative forgone
b) the next-best alternative forgone.
c) the least-best alternative forgone. 
d) the difference between the chosen activity and the next-best alternative forgone. 
e) the alternative one would have preferred to choose. 

2. A cargo ship is used with economic efficiency if  

a) the average cost per kilogram carried is minimised. 
b) opportunity cost is minimised. 
c) it is always fully loaded while between ports. d. All of the above.
d) Both a and b. 

3. When applying the cost-benefit rule, you will get the wrong answer if you  

a) include sunk costs. 
b) use marginal costs and marginal benefits.
c) include opportunity costs.
d) maximise economic surplus.
e) All of the above. 

4. If someone is absolutely better at every activity than someone else, there can be no gain from 
specialisation and exchange. Is this true or false? Explain. 

Even if someone is absolutely better at producing all goods compared to someone else, 
they cannot be relatively better at producing all goods (or at least most unlikely). The 
principle of comparative advantage suggests that specialising in producing goods in which 
someone has a relative advantage, or in which someone has the smallest absolute 
disadvantage will increase the total amount of goods available. This means that potentially 
everyone can be better off.

5. John purchased a computer two weeks ago for $2,000. Today he can buy a new computer that 
is twice as fast for $1,600. If he chooses to, he could now sell his current computer in the used-
computer market for $900. 

The sunk cost of his current computer is 
a) $0.
b) $700.
c) $900. 
d) $1,100.
e) $2,000. 

John figures that the value of having a faster computer is worth $1000 to him. Should he go ahead 
and replace his old computer with a new one? 

Yes. The marginal cost is $1600 - $900 = $700 (think of this as the net upgrade cost). The marginal 
benefit is $1000. MB > MC.

6. You have been approached to fund and partner in a new business. The idea brought to you is a 
boxing gym in an inner city suburb of Brisbane. You have no real experience, but want to assess 
“the market”. List the markets will you would need to consider before committing to funding?



A hypothetical, totally made up, look at potential markets

7. You run a large organisation that has for nearly 10 years trying to improve the specialisation of 
the workforce. A management consultant appointed by the new CEO has recommended job 
rotation within the firm to help combat the rising ‘quit rate’ of employees, which is now exceeding 
industry norms.  
 
List the advantages and disadvantages of job rotation (over specialisation) that you would want to 
consider in evaluating this advice, and assessing which approach will have net benefits. 

Immediate catchment Age focussed Low cost or premium

All gyms and fitness Lots None Mostly low cost

Boxing only gyms Few None Mostly high cost

Other (climbing, karate) Few None Mostly high cost

Personal trainers Many Yes Mostly high cost

Advantages Disadvantages

Combat boredom Cost of additional training and logistics

Match people with abilities (identify promotions) Lack of common knowledge of “who do I talk to 
about this”

Insure against effects of poaching staff  + your ideas.

Promote whole-firm cooperation (why one 
department needs to do something difficult to help 
another department)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Job_rotation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Job_rotation

